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Dear Colleague, 

 
I hope that you and your loved ones are keeping safe and well during these unprecedented 
times.   
 

I am writing to thank you for everything you have been doing so far during this crisis. Many of 
you have been conducting telephone triage and consultations, and referring patients 
onwards for face to face care; a service transformation that we could never have predicted 
just a few months ago.    

 
I am also especially grateful to those of you who have been working within our emergency 
eyecare treatment centres. Providing care to patients behind closed doors and wearing full 
PPE is far from anything that we have previously experienced. You are all delivering an 

invaluable service to patients. 
 
Unfortunately, we have to plan for COVID-19 being with us for the foreseeable future. Even if 
you haven’t been involved in providing care yet, your skills will be required during the next 

phase as we start to reopen practices. Everything is going to be very different. Within 
Government, our highest priorities are your safety and the safety of your patients. That, of 
course, includes the safety of all colleagues involved in patient care: dispensing opticians, 
receptionists and optical assistants. Plans for the recovery phase are being developed now 

and these will be shared as soon as possible. We are also working with others to implement 
a robust NHS supply process to practices to ensure that you have access to the appropriate 
PPE at the right time. 
 

It is essential that we all keep up to date with the most recent advice, so please read the 
PCAs that we are issuing. There is also considerable help and advice on the NES Turas 
website including CET, and support for your own health and wellbeing. 
 

Thank you again for everything that you are doing to support the health of your local 
communities in Scotland. Your dedication and professionalism is hugely appreciated. 
 
With very best wishes, 

 
 

  
 
 
Dr Janet Pooley PhD MCOptom 

Optometric Advisor   


